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ABSTRACT
Underwater acoustic networks have many distinct channel
characteristics when compared to terrestrial networks. Long
propagation delay, one such characteristic, allows scheduling methods with varying granularity that tradeoff schedule
quality with protocol overhead. This work examines several channel scheduling methods to determine at what point
protocols find the best balance between performance and
overhead. To accomplish this, five scheduling options are
detailed and then compared through numerical and simulation results between themselves and to other protocols. The
results indicate that scheduling links provides the best performance for the resource investment and that other scheduling options either require significant overhead or provide insufficient performance. While the results show that direct
sequence spread spectrum techniques, common at the physical layer in underwater networks, do not yield an improved
schedule, they do reduce protocol overhead and scheduling
complexity by reducing conflicts in the network.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.5 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Local and
Wide-Area Networks—Access schemes; C.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: Performance of Systems

General Terms
Design, Performance

Keywords
underwater acoustic networks, channel scheduling, medium
access control

1.

INTRODUCTION

Underwater acoustic networks present new opportunities
in environmental sensing, resource management, and security, but complex channel conditions and limited energy re-
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sources present challenges to researchers and application developers. One fruitful area of research in underwater acoustic networks lies in medium access control (MAC) protocols,
which directly affect energy use and the available data rate
by controlling when and how devices use their transceiver.
Transceivers often consume significant energy, so MAC protocols are ideally located to balance the tradeoff between
service quality and resource requirements.
Two main categories of MAC protocols are scheduled and
unscheduled protocols. Unscheduled protocols have a simple implementation that requires minimal protocol overhead,
but suffer from increased collisions or only support low data
rates. Proposed unscheduled protocols include adaptations
to CSMA/CA [17, 1, 6, 12, 15] and ALOHA [19, 2], loosely
scheduled protocols [13, 20], and CDMA techniques [16, 4].
Scheduled protocols provide the potential for higher data
rates and reduced energy losses from collisions and idle listening, but require synchronization protocols and schedule
formation overhead. Researchers have proposed several protocols that attempt to limit scheduled protocol overhead
while also providing improved performance [9, 8, 5, 11, 7].
Scheduled protocols are particularly well suited for underwater networks since they can leverage the long propagation
delays inherent in acoustic communication to support multiple simultaneous transmissions without collisions at the receiver, but they must select a scheduling granularity. Schedule granularity determines how devices use transmission opportunities and to whom they transmit at each opportunity.
This paper studies the spectrum of scheduling methods in
stationary underwater wireless networks that require high
data rates by examining five scheduling methods of differing
granularity: TDMA, with the coarsest scheduling granularity and smallest overhead, Node, Group, Link, and Slot,
with the finest scheduling granularity and largest overhead.
At each point along the spectrum there exists a tradeoff between schedule quality (efficiency, throughput, latency, or
other metric) and the overhead required for scheduling and
state distribution. Finding the correct scheduling granularity ensures MAC protocols achieve the best performance for
the given investment in energy consumption and overhead.
Section 2 illustrates the scheduling spectrum for underwater networks and presents the five scheduling methods
under investigation. The scheduling problem and related
algorithms are described in Section 3. Numerical results
are provided in Section 4 comparing the various scheduling
methods and Section 5 continues the evaluation, through
simulation, by considering metrics unavailable through numerical modeling. Lastly, Section 6 concludes the paper.
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with detailed information about when specific objects are
scheduled and who they communicate with, devices can increase the amount of time they remain in sleep mode, which
increases network lifetime. In these ways, proper scheduling
yields a multifaceted improvement to device performance.
However, the improved schedules come at a cost. As the
schedule becomes more specialized the devices have less flexibility in how they may use their transmission opportunities.
For example, a schedule that provides node a with 10 slots
of time within a frame allows node a to transmit to any
neighbor, in any order. However, a schedule that provides
link j with 10 slots of time provides much less flexibility on
how the device may use link j. If no data is available for
transmission over link j, then those time slots must remain
idle as other transmissions might cause a collision. A specialized schedule also requires additional state information.
Scheduling nodes to transmit for a fixed, known time period
requires only the time slot assignment for each device to be
distributed through the network, but scheduling links with a
variable duration requires each device to share multiple slot
assignments and durations. The additional state distribution consumes energy and channel resources that could be
used for application data.

2.1
Figure 1: Frame Size CDF.

2.

CHANNEL SCHEDULING SPECTRUM

To illustrate the effectiveness of the scheduling methods
and their capability to leverage long propagation delay, consider the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of frame
size for each method, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1(a) shows the frame size CDF for the scheduling
methods when used in a terrestrial wireless network. Since
terrestrial networks have negligible propagation delay, there
is little difference in frame size between Node, Link, and
Slot scheduling, but a significant difference between those
methods and TDMA scheduling. Group scheduling performs
poorly due to assumptions that hold in underwater acoustic
networks, but are invalid for terrestrial networks.
In contrast, Figure 1(b) contains the frame size CDF for
the scheduling methods in an underwater acoustic network.
Now the scheduling methods become more distinct in the
opportunities they provide for improved scheduling due to
the long propagation delays present in underwater networks.
Improved scheduling enhances network functionality in
several ways. First, it may improve some desirable metric, such as throughput or latency, since the additional information about when objects are scheduled and how they
are related through propagation delay allows more successful transmissions within a given time period. Additionally,

Five Scheduling Methods

Each scheduling method provides a different balance between state distribution overhead and schedule quality. This
section introduces five separate schedule points along the
spectrum, which later sections develop further. The following explanations use Figure 2, an example underwater
network showing signal propagation at time slot intervals,
and Figure 3, the associated data frame for each scheduling
method. In the following examples using Figure 2, node A
has data to send to node C and node B has data to send to
node D.

2.1.1

TDMA Scheduling

At one extreme lies traditional TDMA; the simplest, but
least efficient scheduling method. With TDMA, nodes utilize a fixed-sized set of slots within a frame that is long
enough for a packet transmission and the propagation delay
to the maximum interference range. In terrestrial networks
the propagation delay is negligible or constitutes a minimal
overhead, but underwater acoustic communication results in
significant propagation delays for non-trivial node distances.
As a result, TDMA time slot assignments require significant
overhead to accommodate the propagation delay. Since the
reservation duration for each node is fixed, nodes only need
to distribute basic topology information and their time slot
assignments. From Figure 3, nodes A and B are each assigned 10 slots for transmission and signal propagation, resulting in a frame of 20 slots.
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2.1.2

Node Scheduling

To limit the effect of propagation delay overhead and enable traffic-adaptive scheduling, nodes may utilize varyingsized reservations with Node scheduling. Nodes now determine their transmission duration and the delay to the
farthest node to which they cause interference and use this
information to reserve time in the schedule. This results in
a tighter schedule, but comes at the cost of the overhead of
sharing duration and propagation delay (or position information) among neighboring nodes. For example, in Figure 2
node B only requires a transmission time of two slots and a
guard period of three time slots, while node A requires 10
slots in total, the same value required with TDMA scheduling. Figure 3 shows how Node scheduling is able to reduce
the frame size to 15 slots using the additional traffic and
topology information.

2.1.3

Schedule refinement continues with Link scheduling, where
individual unicast links are scheduled once in each frame. A
scheduling algorithm may now take individual propagation
delays into account to overlap communications to a larger
extent. In Figure 2, node B with Group scheduling reserves
transmission time to ring 2 containing nodes A, C, and E at
time slot sB,2 , so nodes A, C, and E cannot transmit in slot
sB,2 + 3 as they might receive a packet from node B starting
in that slot. However, with link scheduling node B schedules transmissions to the nodes separately, so node A may
schedule a transmission to node C while node E receives a
packet from node B. With link scheduling, the nodes can
use the improved schedule because their packets do not collide at the intended destinations. Figure 3 shows how Link
scheduling reduces the frame size to 11 slots. The overhead
for Link scheduling grows with the number of utilized and
interfering links.
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Link Scheduling

Group Scheduling

Further improvements are made with Group scheduling.
In this scheduling mechanism, nodes divide their neighbors
into groups based on propagation delay estimates and nodes
with similar propagation delays are grouped and scheduled
together. Devices can now build a schedule that overlaps
transmissions so collisions only occur at nodes that are not
meant to receive any of the colliding packets. From Figure 2, node B can transmit after the signal from node A
has passed it as there is no possibility of collision with packets from node A after that time. Group scheduling is able
to use the more specific destination information to reduce
the frame size to 12 slots in Figure 3. Nodes do not have
to distribute propagation delay estimates to each group if
a fixed ring size is used at all nodes. However, nodes must
now distribute schedule information about rings, which increases the schedule variables in proportion to the number
of occupied rings per node.

Slot Scheduling

Finally, Slot scheduling allows for the tightest schedule
generation by allowing links to transmit multiple times per
frame. Figure 3 shows how Slot scheduling yields a smaller
schedule than Link scheduling for the links (A, C) and (B, D)
from Figure 2. By breaking up the transmission over link
(A, C), Slot scheduling yields a frame size of 8 slots.

2.2

Schedule State Requirements

One disadvantage of tighter scheduling is the additional
state that must be distributed for conflict-free operation.
Table 1 details the state required for each of the scheduling methods. TDMA scheduling only requires that devices
distribute their slot assignment as all nodes use a fixed,
large duration that covers the maximum duration and propagation delay of any node. Node scheduling requires the
additional state variables of transmission duration and device propagation in order to optimize the time each device reserves the channel. Group scheduling further refines
the schedule, but requires the distribution of ring numbers
and requires that each node maintain multiple assignments.
State overhead in Group scheduling grows linearly with the
number of groups present in the network. Link scheduling
requires approximately the same state as Group scheduling
for sparse networks, but requires additional state distribution for dense networks, where there are likely to be significantly more than one neighbor per group. Finally, Slot
scheduling requires the most state since nodes maintain and
distribute schedule information for every transmitting slot in
the frame. As expected, the state overhead for Slot scheduling grows rapidly.

3.

SCHEDULING PROBLEM

Each scheduling method yields different transmission opportunities for devices, but they all must ensure destinations receive their packets without collision. A scheduling
algorithm prevents collisions by creating a schedule that judiciously selects when devices transmit their packets.
A schedule consists of an assignment of transmission time
slots within a frame for each schedule object, where a schedule object may be a node or a link depending on the scheduling method. Every schedule element e receives a starting slot
se and a duration ∆e , where the durations are provided by

Class
TDMA
Node
Group
Link
Slot

Characteristics
Fixed-length blocks
Variable-length blocks
Group neighbors into rings
Single link transmission
Multiple link transmissions

State
S
D
P

S
×
×
×
×
×

State
D P
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×

Description
Slot for each element
Duration for each element
Propagation delay or ring number

Table 1: Scheduling Method State.
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j
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mand, nodes must solve for a valid schedule. Previous work [9,
10] discussed several ways to find the schedule, both in a centralized and distributed manner. Briefly, devices determine
conflicts in the network through local topology discovery, receive duration requirements from routing layer inputs, and
estimate propagation delay to neighboring nodes through a
synchronization protocol [3, 18]. Devices then set the ordering variables for all conflicts by giving higher priority to
schedule elements with longer transmit durations, with ties
broken by element number. The resulting set of linear inequalities can be easily solved in a distributed fashion using
a Bellman-Ford algorithm.
Optimal schedules can be found by defining an appropriate objective function and using numerical software to solve
the integer linear programming problem. Section 4 includes
optimal solutions for the scheduling methods using objective
functions that minimize the frame size and minimize traffic
latency from nodes to a sink.
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Figure 4: Schedule Conflicts.
the routing layer. The collection of transmit times S, durations ∆, and m, the frame size measured in time slots, define
the schedule. Frames are repeated with the same schedule
until application or routing changes require the nodes to find
a new schedule.
Schedules avoid collisions by resolving network conflicts
present in the network topology. Two or more packets collide, and are lost, if they overlap in time at a node and the
node is the intended receiver for any of the packets. As
shown in Figure 4, there are four types of network conflicts
considered: RX-RX, TX-RX, TX-TX, and TX-RX-TX. These
conflicts arise from devices having single half-duplex radios
capable of single packet reception. Direct sequence spread
spectrum (DSSS) techniques are commonly used in underwater networks to eliminate or reduce complications at the
physical layer. If devices use DSSS, then TX-RX-TX conflicts do not exist in the network since the destination can, in
general, receive the intended packet amid concurrent transmissions. However, a schedule is still required to prevent the
other conflicts as devices can only receive one packet at a
time.
Network conflicts are resolved by placing constraints on
the transmit times of schedule elements, where each network
conflict results in a schedule constraint. Each constraint has
an associated ordering variable that determines in which order events, such as transmissions and receptions, occur. For
example, the ordering variable for the TX-RX conflict from
Figure 4 determines if the packet from node j arrives before
node i transmits or if node i transmits before receiving the
packet from node j. All schedule constraints take the form
B ij − m ≤ sj − si − moij ≤ B ij
where B ij and B ij are the schedule bounds for the conflict
between i and j and m is the frame size.
Given the set of schedule constraints and the traffic de-

Scheduling Constraints

With an understanding of the various scheduling methods
and how schedules are found in the network, schedule constraints that prevent collisions in the network are required.
The TDMA scheduling constraints are briefly derived and
previous work [9, 10] derives the Link constraints. Derivation for the other scheduling constraints are similar, so the
details are not included for brevity.

3.1.1

TDMA Scheduling

TDMA scheduling simply uses a large, fixed set of time
slots to prevent collisions. Each conflicting node is assigned
a set of non-overlapping time slots and the guard periods
included in the time slot assignment prevents collisions.
Define Λ, the size of the fixed time slot set, as
n
l p mo
a
∀a ∈ N
Λ = max ∆a +
a
T
where pa is the maximum propagation delay of node a, T is
the time slot length, and N is the set of all nodes.
Within each frame node a starts to transmit in slot sa
and node b in slot sb . If node a transmits first in the current
frame, then
sb ≥ sa + Λ.
Similarly, in the next frame node a must transmit after node
b has finished, so
sa + m ≥ sb + Λ.
If oab = 1 in this case, and combining a similar set of inequalities for when node b transmits first within the frame
(oab = 0), the TDMA schedule constraint becomes
Λ − m ≤ sb − sa − moab ≤ −Λ

3.1.2

Node Scheduling

Node scheduling is similar to TDMA scheduling, but reserves a unique time slot assignment for each device. The
time period for scheduling a node a, Λa , equals
pa
∀a ∈ N
T
The Node schedule constraint equals
Λa = ∆a +

Λa − m ≤ sb − sa − moab ≤ −Λb

3.1.3

Group Scheduling

RX-RX Constraints.

Group scheduling handles several neighbors at the same
time when all the neighbors have similar propagation delays. By treating a group of neighbors as a single element, a
device can improve scheduling performance. Devices group
neighbors into “rings” based on
ra,b =

jp

(a,b)

TX-TX Constraints.
First consider the order in which a device transmits to
its rings. In order to limit the time nodes spend idle, each
device transmits to nodes sequentially, starting from the furthest occupied ring and moving toward the closest ring.
The TX-TX constraint for Ring scheduling is
∆a,r− − m ≤ sa,r − sa,r− − moar− ,ar ≤ ∆a,r− − m
where r− is the next occupied ring closer to node a than
ring r and ∆a,r is the duration for which node a transmits
to ring r. Note that since we assign rings contiguous slots
for each device, the upper and lower bounds for the TX-TX
constraint are identical (the constraint yields equality).

Other Constraints.
For constraints between nodes, Group scheduling uses
n
o
∆a + min raI − rb , ra,b + 1 − m
≤ sb − sa − moa,b ≤
n
o
− ∆b + min raI , ra,b − 2rb − 1
where raI is the furthest ring in which node a causes interference and rb is the ring under consideration to which node
b transmits.

Link Scheduling

Link scheduling further refines the schedule by dealing
with individual unicast links. These are the same constraints
from previous work [10] and are repeated here for reference.

TX-TX Constraints.
∆i − m ≤ sj − si − moij ≤ −∆j

TX-RX Constraints.
∆i −

pi − pj
pi − pj
− m ≤ sj − si − moij ≤
− ∆j
T
T

TX-RX-TX Constraints.

k

T
where p(a,b) is the propagation delay from node a to node b
and ra,b is the ring of node b relative to node a. Note that
ra,b may not equal rb,a due to non-symmetric propagation
paths. Ring scheduling assigns devices multiple transmit
times per frame, so TX-TX conflicts exist between transmission times of separate rings. For simplicity, rings have fixed
size and a node transmits to it’s rings contiguously, starting
with the furthest (highest numbered) ring and continuing
toward closer rings. In this work a ring is wide enough for
an acoustic signal to propagate in one time slot.

3.1.4

∆i +

pj
pj
− m ≤ sj − si − moij ≤ −∆j −
T
T

∆i +

pi − p(js ,id )
pi − p(js ,id )
− m ≤ sj − si − moij ≤
− ∆j
T
T

3.1.5

Slot Scheduling

Slot scheduling uses the same constraints as Link scheduling, but now each individual slot of a link’s duration is scheduled separately.

4.

NUMERICAL EVALUATION

The paper first examines the effectiveness of the scheduling methods by solving the scheduling problem for each
method using an integer linear programming solver. These
results enable us to look at the basic features of the scheduling methods and make initial comparisons between them
and to protocols presented in the literature.
The scheduling methods are evaluated on networks where
nodes are placed on a grid with random perturbations around
their indented point to simulate placement error and a sink
is positioned at the network center. The grid width, or average node separation, is 3500m to simulate sparse networks.

4.1

Throughput and Latency

First, consider the throughput provided by the scheduling methods. Figure 5 shows how each scheduling method’s
throughput changes as synchronization error increases. In
this section, throughput is measured as the number of time
slots spent by the sink in transmission or reception divided
by the frame size. Slot and Link scheduling yield similar performance, which is expected considering Figure 1(b).
Figure 5 also indicates that the scheduling methods tolerate synchronization error well. Synchronization error affects
Slot and Link scheduling the most as those methods have
a minimum number of idle time slots between scheduling
events and any increase to accommodate errors quickly consumes a significant portion of the frame. However, even at
σ = 0.5s, meaning nodes’ clocks may differ by up to one
second, the throughput of Link and Slot scheduling only decreases by 22% and still outperforms other methods by a
large margin. Figure 5 also indicates the optimal throughput possible using ALOHA. TDMA and Node scheduling
do not achieve the optimal throughput of ALOHA, but they
prevent collisions, which may make them more effective for
underwater networks with stringent energy resources.
Next, consider the latency of packets generated within
the network destined for the sink, where latency is measured as the difference between the transmission time of the
last schedule element and the first schedule element on a
path. Figure 6 shows how the uplink latency varies with
synchronization error for the scheduling methods. Similar
to throughput, uplink latency improves when using additional information to determine a schedule.

4.2

Performance with DSSS

Finally, consider the operation of the scheduling methods
when using direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) tech-
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Therefore, TDMA and Slot scheduling appear to be poor
choices for scheduling methods and are not investigated in
later sections.
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niques. Figure 7 illustrates how the throughput varies when
using DSSS with various spreading factors. First notice that
DSSS provides no benefit when SF > 1 as the increase in
transmission time cancels any benefit achieved by removing TX-RX-TX conflicts. Figure 7 also includes results for
ST-MAC [8], another scheduled protocol proposed for underwater networks. Figure 7 shows that the improvement
of ST-MAC over Slot and Link scheduling, present without DSSS, disappears when using DSSS. ST-MAC achieves
a slightly higher throughput without DSSS, but requires a
centralized scheduler, which would scale poorly to large networks and consume significant overhead. The scheduling
methods proposed here are easily implemented by a distributed algorithm [10].
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Summary

The results in this section indicate that underwater networks yield a wide spectrum of choices for scheduling granularity. Each point along the spectrum offers a different
tradeoff between performance and overhead. Based on the
numerical results, Slot scheduling offers a marginal improvement over Link scheduling, so the significant increase in
overhead when using Slot scheduling is not a prudent investment. Similarly, the small reduction in overhead provided
by TDMA when compared to Node scheduling, is unlikely
to compensate for the significant decrease in performance.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The numerical results in the previous section provide valuable insight into the scheduling options, but have some limitations that are best resolved through simulation. Two
aspects of significant importance are the energy consumption of the scheduling methods and the operation of the
distributed scheduling algorithms. This section presents results from running the scheduling methods on a simulator
to measure and compare these system characteristics.
The simulation results were collected using the same protocols on the same topologies as the numerical results. Devices generate traffic for the sink randomly based on a Poisson process where data packet sizes are fixed during the
simulation. Simulation results also compare the scheduling methods to two random access protocols: an ALOHA
protocol modified for underwater networks [14] and Tone
Lohi [19].

5.1

Efficiency

First, consider the energy efficiency of the protocols. Efficiency is measured as the number of application data bits
delivered to the sink divided by the energy consumed by all
non-sink nodes. Figure 8 shows the efficiency of the protocols as traffic load varies. Since the proposed scheduling methods overlap communications while preventing collisions, they achieve high efficiencies and, similar to the numerical results, using detailed information to enhance scheduling leads to improved performance. Notice that the random
access protocols achieve low efficiency, which is caused by
the large energy losses from collisions. These results include
the energy overhead of schedule state distribution and synchronization requirements for the scheduled protocols, but
the benefits of improved scheduling greatly outweigh these
costs.

5.2

Throughput and Latency

Next, consider the traffic metrics of throughput and latency, where throughput is the number of data bits received
at the sink divided by the simulation time and latency is
measured from packet creation to its reception at the sink
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Table 3 details the size of distributed state packets for the
scheduled protocols. For each scheduling method, DSSS reduces by approximately half the amount of state each node
must share. Table 3 also shows that the specialized scheduling methods share additional information when compared to
the more general methods, but, as seen previously, this information yields in better schedules and higher performance.

5.4
(including queueing delays). Figure 9 shows the throughput
as the traffic rate varies. The random access protocols reach
a much lower maximum throughput at lower data rates than
the scheduled methods. Similar to previous results, Link
scheduling yields much better performance than Group or
Ring scheduling.
Figure 10 illustrates the traffic latency on the network, but
it may seem unclear which protocols perform the best from
these results. The latency of ALOHA and aUT-Lohi are
influenced by selection bias as few packets arrive successfully
at the sink and those that do arrive are those that have
traversed one hop. Therefore, these protocols would find
limited usefulness to users at significant data rates.

5.3

2000

DSSS

DSSS provides many benefits at the physical layer and
removes all TX-RX-TX conflicts, but may not provide an
overall benefit at the MAC layer, as seen in Table 2 and
the previous numerical results. Table 2 lists the frame sizes
for Link scheduling as the spreading factor varies. When
SF > 1, the increase in transmission time outweighs the
benefit of removing the TX-RX-TX conflicts.
However, one benefit of DSSS is that devices can limit the
amount of information they must share to compute a valid
schedule. Since DSSS prevents TX-RX-TX collisions, schedule elements conflict less often, which simplifies scheduling.

Scheduling Convergence

As detailed in previous work [10], the scheduled protocols
must converge on a single schedule before any device uses the
schedule to prevent collisions. Determining the length of the
scheduling convergence periods must balance the time required for the protocols to stabilize with the desire to adapt
quickly to changing network conditions. Table 4 lists the
number of frames required for each of the scheduled methods
to stabilize, defined as the Epoch. During each Epoch, devices use fixed schedules and routes while distributing state
information and calculating the schedule and routes for the
next Epoch. More specific scheduling methods require fewer
state packet transmissions to stabilize both on average and
in the maximum. The reduced state distribution when using DSSS also results in faster scheduling convergence. The
results indicate that the distributed scheduling algorithms
converge quickly, allowing the schedule to adapt quickly to
network changes.

Scheduling Method
Node
Group
Link

No DSSS
Mean Max
364.9
848
378.0
1040
347.8
1176

DSSS
Mean Max
165.0
464
178.7
656
146.5
400

Table 3: Schedule State Size in bits.

Scheduling Method
Node
Group
Link

No DSSS
Mean Max
17.4
22
15.2
19
12.2
17

DSSS
Mean Max
8.2
12
8.4
13
7.6
10

Table 4: Epoch Size in Frames.

6.

CONCLUSION

The long propagation delays present in underwater networks offers many challenges to network designers as it invalidates many traditional approaches. However, these delays also provide additional opportunities not available in
RF networks. Numerical and simulation results explored
these opportunities by considering the spectrum of scheduling options through five specific points along the spectrum:
TDMA, Node, Group, Link, and Slot. Each option provides
a different tradeoff between the amount of state information
that must be distributed and the improvement in scheduling.
This paper showed that the scheduling methods presented
here perform well in underwater networks. The numerical
studies illustrated that TDMA, on the low overhead end of
the scheduling spectrum, provided poor performance due to
the large guard periods required to prevent collisions. On
the other end, Slot scheduling provided little benefit over
Link scheduling, so it would likely not be a good choice for
actual use due to the scheduling complexity.
Using the three likely candidates for scheduling in underwater networks, Node, Group, and Link scheduling, simulations provided further evaluation. Simulation results showed
that Link scheduling performed the best by achieving the
highest throughput, highest efficiency, and lowest latency of
the scheduled methods evaluated. The additional overhead
of Link scheduling compared to Node and Group scheduling was an acceptable tradeoff for the performance improvement. Further results showed that DSSS provides no benefit
to network performance metrics (throughput, latency, efficiency), but it does allow nodes to reduce the state they
must distribute and decreases scheduling convergence time.
The combined results show that scheduling links in underwater acoustic networks provides the best performance
for the given resource investment and indicates scheduled
MAC protocols should focus on this point of the scheduling
spectrum.
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